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Get a grip on things.
First-class cement knob!
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You will find material specifications and instructions
on our homepage.

level of difficultyfertigungszeit
15 min

36 051 000 Casting mould: decorative knobs
34 166 000 Jewellery cement 65 grams
36 052 000 18-piece casting set for decorative knobs 1/2 tin
38 867 102 DecoArt Chalky Finish, white a little
14 562 801 Glass large-holed “Magic Flair” bead, Ø 12 mm 3 piece

Additionally, you will need:
38 434 00 Sponge stamp
69 078 000 Sandpaper, 400 grit

Items used:

1 Stick the screw into the spacer (it keeps the screw upright).
Now screw the nut onto the screw. In the process, select a screw length that ensures the screw head
is covered with cement during casting. For this, position the screw with the spacer centrally on the
motif that is to be cast and fixate the right depth.

2 Pour a little bit of cooking oil into the casting mould.
Then you can pour in the jewellery cement (mix ratio: 1 part water: 5 parts jewellery cement)
over one point.

3 Now position the screw with spacer centrally in the cast motif.

4 After the mould has dried (approx. 24 hours), demould the decorative knob:
First gently press the back of the casting mould in the centre of the motif, then carefully
tap it out and remove the spacer with nut.

5 Sand off the decorative knob a little.
For the knob design, use the sponge to apply the DecoArt Chalky colour and gently
tap it onto the elevated points of the rose and the knobs.

6 Thread a large-holed bead onto the screw so that there is a distance to the drawer.
Thereby, the furniture knob can be gripped better.

7 Stick the screw into the holes of the drawer and fix it with the nut.
Then shorten the screw using a suitable tool (cantilever action end cutting pliers).
Use sandpaper or an iron file to smooth down sharp edges.

Instruction:
Pepping up 3 drawers is so easy.




